[1] We defined a new global moving hot spot reference frame (GMHRF), using a comprehensive set of radiometric dates from arguably the best-studied hot spot tracks, refined plate circuit reconstructions, a new plate polygon model, and an iterative approach for estimating hot spot motions from numerical models of whole mantle convection and advection of plume conduits in the mantle flow that ensures their consistency with surface plate motions. Our results show that with the appropriate choice of a chain of relative motion linking the Pacific plate to the plates of the Indo-Atlantic hemisphere, the observed geometries and ages of the Pacific and Indo-Atlantic hot spot tracks were accurately reproduced by a combination of absolute plate motion and hot spot drift back to the Late Cretaceous ($80 Ma). Similarly good fits were observed for Indo-Atlantic tracks for earlier time (to $130 Ma). In contrast, attempts to define a fixed hot spot frame resulted in unacceptable misfits for the Late Cretaceous to Paleogene (80-50 Ma), highlighting the significance of relative motion between the Pacific and Indo-Atlantic hot spots during this period. A comparison of absolute reconstructions using the GMHRF and the most recent global paleomagnetic frame reveals substantial amounts of true polar wander at rates varying between $0.1 /Ma and 1 /Ma. Two intriguing, nearly equal and antipodal rotations of the Earth relative to its spin axis are suggested for the 90-60 Ma and 60-40 Ma intervals ($9 at a 0.3-0.5 /Ma rate); these predictions have yet to be tested by geodynamic models.
Introduction
[2] Our ability to reconstruct plate motions in the geologic past has perhaps been one of the most influential tools that shaped the modern views on the evolution of the Earth's lithosphere, providing a quantitative foundation for the theory of plate tectonics [e.g., McKenzie and Parker, 1967; Morgan, 1968] . Kinematics of relative plate motion can be modeled using marine magnetic anomalies and trends of fracture zones in the world's ocean basins, the oldest of which date back to middle Jurassic time ($170 Ma). Yet, linking the surface plate motion with its ultimate driving force, thermally driven convection in the Earth's mantle, has been a long-standing challenge because of the lack of a suitably defined "absolute" reference frame representative of the entire mantle.
[3] A traditional approach for defining reference frames for absolute plate motion (APM) is based on the use of hot spot tracks [Wilson, 1963; Morgan, 1971] . A hot spot track is a linear chain of intraplate volcanic edifices, which shows regular progression of eruption ages, often extends to a currently active volcanic center on its younger end, and sometimes can be linked to a Large Igneous Province (LIP) erupted at the older end. Wilson [1963] proposed that age progressions and linear geometries of such tracks record motion of lithospheric plates over focused spots of melting fixed in the uppermost mantle (hence the term "hot spot"). Morgan [1971] suggested that hot spots are the surface terminations of narrow upwellings of hot material rooted in the lower mantle, which he termed "mantle plumes." These two ideas were pivotal in the subsequent development of hot spot reference frames for absolute plate motion [e.g., Morgan, 1981; Duncan and Clague, 1985; Müller et al., 1993] .
[4] Despite an apparent contradiction between the idea of hot spot fixity and their proposed origin as the 'manifestations of the lower mantle convection' [Morgan, 1971, p. 42] , it has been argued that motion of plume conduits within the convecting mantle, and motion of hot spots at the surface, are negligibly slow compared to plate motions, so that hot spots could be treated as approximately stationary sources for the purpose of absolute reconstructions [e.g., Morgan,reference frame defined by fixed hot spots from the Pacific Ocean could not adequately reproduce hot spot tracks in the Indian and Atlantic oceans when reconstructions through the Pacific-Antarctica-Africa chain of relative plate motion (plate circuit) were used to link the Pacific plate to the plates in the Indo-Atlantic hemisphere [Molnar and Atwater, 1973] . Similarly, absolute plate motion models based on IndoAtlantic hot spots were not able to accurately reproduce trends of Pacific tracks [e.g., Duncan, 1981; Molnar and Stock, 1987] . Although this discrepancy led to some early challenges of hot spot fixity [Molnar and Atwater, 1973; Molnar and Stock, 1987] , a more popular opinion at the time held that, rather than hot spot motion, a reconstruction error within the plate circuit through Antarctica was responsible for the observed inconsistency [e.g., Duncan, 1981] . Paleogene extension between West and East Antarctica has been commonly invoked as a likely source of the error in early reconstructions of Pacific-Africa motion (which ignored deformation within Antarctica), and other, more dramatic scenarios have been suggested [Duncan, 1981; Acton and Gordon, 1994] . Sparse geophysical data coverage of key areas in the southwestern Pacific, and consequently large uncertainties of relative plate rotations in this region , have provided additional possibilities for the reconstruction error, to the extent that the kinematic models based on the assumption of fixed Pacific and Indo-Atlantic hot spots were deemed more reliable than plate circuit reconstructions [e.g., Engebretson et al., 1985; Stock and Molnar, 1988] .
[5] Histories of relative plate motion in the southwestern Pacific region have been substantially refined since the mid1990s [e.g., Gaina et al., 1998; Tikku and Cande, 2000; Cande and Stock, 2004a; Croon et al., 2008; Whittaker et al., 2007 , also Timing of Kerguelen Plateau formation: Constraints from plate kinematics and triple junction migration, submitted to Earth and Planetary Science Letters, 2011; Williams et al., 2011] and now include estimates of Paleogene extension within Antarctica Cande and Stock, 2004b] and greatly reduced uncertainties. Still, reexaminations of the Pacific plate circuit reconstructions using updated kinematic solutions show that it is not possible to fit hot spot tracks globally (in the Pacific, Atlantic and Indian oceans) while assuming hot spot fixity and simultaneously maintaining integrity of the global plate circuit [DiVenere and Kent, 1999; Raymond et al., 2000; Steinberger et al., 2004; Tarduno, 2008a, 2008b] .
[6] Paleomagnetic data from the Pacific plate provide further evidence against hot spot fixity [e.g., Tarduno and Gee, 1995; Tarduno et al., 2003] . Notably, studies of basalts drilled from the Emperor seamounts [Tarduno and Cottrell, 1997; Tarduno et al., 2003; Doubrovine and Tarduno, 2004] documented approximately 14 ($1500 km) of southward motion of the Hawaiian hot spot in Late Cretaceous through early Eocene time , in the direction and at a rate that are not compatible with estimates of true polar wander (TPW) [Besse and Courtillot, 2002; Tarduno, 2007; Steinberger and Torsvik, 2008] . Geodynamic models for the motion of Hawaiian plume conduit consistently predict dominantly southward hot spot motion and the overall amount of latitudinal displacement comparable with paleolatitudes recorded by the Emperor seamounts [Steinberger and O'Connell, 1998; Steinberger, 2000; Steinberger and Antretter, 2006] . Thus, the rapid southward drift of the Hawaiian hot spot during Late CretaceousPaleogene time can be sensibly interpreted as a result of advection of the plume conduit by the ambient flow of convecting mantle [Tarduno, 2007; Tarduno et al., 2009] .
[7] Large-scale relative motion between the Pacific and Indo-Atlantic hot spots suggested by the analysis of plate circuits and paleomagnetic data precludes the use of globally fixed hot spots as an absolute reference frame. On the other hand, reasonable fits to hot spot tracks can be obtained if the Pacific and Indo-Atlantic hot spots are treated separately, i.e., by assuming that hot spots within each group have not moved relative to each other, but at the same time allowing motion between the two groups. This situation has led to a real dichotomy of fixed hot spot reference frames, which are based either exclusively on Pacific hot spots [Duncan and Clague, 1985; Koppers et al., 2001; Andrews et al., 2006; Wessel and Kroenke, 1997] , or on Indo-Atlantic hot spots [Morgan, 1981; Müller et al., 1993] . Although some studies argued that the Indo-Atlantic hot spots have been approximately fixed since the Late Cretaceous [e.g., O'Neill et al., 2005] , the use of hot spots from only one hemisphere raises concerns whether such reference frames are fully suitable for representing the entire mantle.
[8] The recognition of hot spot mobility during the last decade led to the emergence of a new class of absolute reference frames based on moving hot spots O'Neill et al., 2005; Steinberger and Gaina, 2007; Torsvik et al., 2008] . The approach pioneered by Steinberger et al. [2004] utilizes the modeling technique of Steinberger and O'Connell [1998] for estimating hot spot motions from numerical results on the advection of plumes in the largescale mantle flow field. Absolute plate motions are defined in a way similar to the fixed hot spot reconstructions (i.e., by fitting the geometries and age progressions along the hot spot tracks), but with the past hot spot locations varied through time as predicted by the numerical model. This approach showed qualitatively better performance in fitting hot spot tracks globally Torsvik et al., 2008] . However, because the reconstruction uncertainties were not estimated in these studies, it is not possible to test whether the global hot spot fits of Steinberger et al. [2004] and Torsvik et al. [2008] are statistically acceptable. Only a few studies provided rigorous uncertainty analysis of absolute plate rotations relative to hot spots [Harada and Hamano, 2000; O'Neill et al., 2005; Andrews et al., 2006; Wessel et al., 2006] , but none of them attempted to fit hot spot tracks globally.
[9] In the remainder of the paper, we will use the terms "absolute plate motion," "plume motion" and "hot spot motion" to refer to the motions of lithospheric plates, mantle plumes and hot spots in a reference frame defined by moving hot spots. Practically, the moving hot spot reference frame corresponds to a "mean mantle" reference frame, in which the convective motions withing the mantle have been averaged to no net rotation [Steinberger and O'Connell, 1998; Steinberger, 2000] ; hence, it can be used as a proxy for the entire solid Earth. Fixed hot spot models will be treated as a specific case, in which plumes and hot spots are assumed to remain stationary in the mean mantle reference frame. Finite rotations that reconstruct positions of lithospheric plates in moving or fixed hot spot reference frames will be referred to as "absolute rotations" to distinguish them from kinematic parameters describing relative plate motions.
[10] This study presents a new generation of the global moving hot spot reference frame (GMHRF), in which we combined updated plate circuit reconstructions, radiometric age data from hot spot tracks, and numerical estimates of hot spot motion to produce a fully self-consistent model for absolute plate kinematics. We estimated uncertainties of absolute plate rotations and evaluated the goodness of fit through formal statistical tests based on spherical regression analysis [Chang, 1986 [Chang, , 1987 . We examined alternative plate circuits that can be used to reconstruct the Pacific plate relative to the plates of the Indo-Atlantic hemisphere back to Late Cretaceous time (83.5 Ma) Tarduno, 2008a, 2008b] and discussed their implications for the overall quality of kinematic models based on moving hot spots. To further test the hypothesis of global hot spot fixity, we compared the quality of fit obtained in the moving and fixed hot spot models with the identical error budgets. Our results provide a new kinematic framework, in which we defined revised histories of absolute motion for the African and several other major lithospheric plates, and derived estimates of net lithosphere rotation and true polar wander (TPW) since Early Cretaceous time ($120 Ma).
Building Blocks of a Moving Hot Spot Reference Frame
[11] There are three key elements that define a moving hot spot reference frame: (1) ages and geometries of hot spot tracks, (2) relative plate motions, and (3) motions of mantle plumes. This section discusses the choices we made in selecting parameters for numerical models and input data for fitting absolute rotations.
Hot Spot Tracks
[12] Two hot spot tracks on a single plate are sufficient to calculate its absolute motion, whereas using a single track creates an under-determined problem with multiple solutions [cf. Andrews et al., 2006] . For instance, using the Hawaiian and Louisville tracks on the Pacific plate, or Tristan and Reunion tracks on the African plate, it is possible to estimate the absolute motions for these two plates directly from their native tracks. However, previous work showed that optimizing fits to hot spot tracks in the Pacific Ocean produces absolute plate motion models that do not accurately reproduce Indo-Atlantic hot spot tracks, and vice versa. Uncertainties associated with modeled plume motions (section 2.3) are typically large compared to the errors in relative plate reconstructions (section 2.2). These unrecognized errors can significantly bias absolute plate kinematics when it is based on a small number of tracks from a single plate. In contrast, when a large number of tracks evenly distributed around the globe are fitted, we would expect the individual biases to average out, resulting in a more reliable APM model.
[13] Although some fifty hot spots have been described in the literature (see, for example, compilations of Morgan [1981] and Steinberger [2000] ), and several were suggested to be sourced by deep mantle plumes, essentially rising from the core-mantle boundary (CMB) [Courtillot et al., 2003 ], only few of them feature well-defined tracks with clearly documented progressions of volcanic ages that could provide sensible input for defining absolute plate motions. In our analysis, we have restricted ourselves to arguably the beststudied tracks of five archetypal hot spots: the Hawaiian and Louisville hot spots in the Pacific Ocean, and Tristan, Reunion and New England in the Indo-Atlantic hemisphere. All of them satisfy the criteria of Courtillot et al. [2003] indicative of their "primary" origin in the deep mantle. Radiometric ages of dated volcanic edifices along the hot spot tracks were collected from the literature, mostly following the compilations of Steinberger [2000] , Steinberger et al. [2004] , and O'Neill et al. [2005] , and using updated ages that became recently available for the Pacific tracks [Sharp and Clague, 2006; Duncan and Keller, 2004; Koppers et al., 2004 Koppers et al., , 2011 . The complete list of dated locations and ages is provided in the auxiliary material (Table S1 ). 
Relative Plate Motions
[14] Incorporating data from hot spot tracks formed on different plates into a common reference frame requires estimates of relative plate motion. Practically, this is done by reconstructing coeval locations from all tracks that are present at a certain age relative to a selected "anchor" plate. The reconstructed locations correspond to the paleo-positions of hot spots in the reference frame of the anchor plate, providing a means for calculating the absolute displacement of the anchor plate since the age of reconstruction (this will be fully described in section 3). Absolute rotations for the remaining plates can then be calculated by adding relative plate motions to the absolute rotations of the anchor plate.
[15] Relative plate motions can be accurately reconstructed by matching marine magnetic anomalies and fracture zones created by seafloor spreading between adjacent plates separated by a mid-ocean ridge, using formal statistical approaches for estimating best-fit rotations and their uncertainties [e.g., Hellinger, 1981; Chang, 1988] . In cases when two plates do not share a common spreading ridge boundary, their relative motions are estimated by combining rotations in a chain of relative plate motion (plate circuit), i.e., by simultaneous reconstruction of several plates separated by intervening mid-ocean ridges. Because the African plate has been traditionally used as a reference plate in hot spot reconstructions [e.g., Müller et al., 1993] , we compiled finite rotations for reconstructing motion of the North American, South American, Somalian, Indian and Pacific plates relative to south Africa using published kinematic models and appropriate plate circuits. Absolute reconstruction ages were assigned using identifications of marine magnetic anomalies according to the geomagnetic polarity timescales of Cande and Kent [1995] for Late Cretaceous and Cenozoic, and of Gradstein et al. [1994] for Early to Late Cretaceous time; the switch-point between the two scales was set to the younger boundary of the Cretaceous Normal Superchron (CNS) at 83.5 Ma following Torsvik et al. [2008] . For combining finite rotations in plate circuit reconstructions, we used the procedure described in Doubrovine and Tarduno [2008a] , which involves necessary interpolations between finite rotations of the original plate-pair kinematic models to produce a common set of reconstruction ages for all individual reconstructions involved in a plate circuit. Wherever rotation uncertainties were available from the original kinematic models, they were propagated though plate circuits and the uncertainties of combined rotations were estimated using the formulations of Doubrovine and Tarduno [2008a] .
[16] Our selection of rotation parameters for individual plate-pair reconstructions closely follows a recent compilation of Torsvik et al. [2008] . In cases when updated kinematic solutions were available, we have modified the relative plate motion model. These modifications include (1) the estimates of Neogene extension within the African plate (SomaliaNubia motion) due to the opening of the East African Rift system, (2) updated Cenozoic reconstructions of the Indian Ocean basin, and (3) revised plate circuit models for the Pacific plate motion as described below. The sources of all remaining reconstructions have been referenced in Torsvik et al. [2008] .
[17] The extension across the East African Rift system, which separated the African plate into the Nubian and Somalian plates during Neogene time, has been recorded by the marine magnetic anomalies formed at the Southwest Indian Ridge, in the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden [e.g., Chu and Gordon, 1999; Lemaux et al., 2002] . Molnar and Stock [2009] argued that active rifting began at $11 Ma (i.e., at chron C5o time), and we used the rotation parameters of Horner-Johnson et al. [2007] and Lemaux et al. [2002] to reconstruct the Somalia-Nubia motion since that time. Prior to 11 Ma (back to Late Cretaceous time, 83.5 Ma), the African plate was treated as a single, rigid plate. Noting that the Somalia-Nubia rotations are small (the overall amount of displacement is of the order of few tens of kilometers) and could have been neglected compared to the intrinsic uncertainties of hot spot locations, we nevertheless chose to include them and reconstruct the Somalian part of the Reunion track with respect to south Africa.
[18] The India-Africa motion was reconstructed using the India-Somalia-Nubia and India-Capricorn-Somalia-Nubia plate circuit models that combine updated kinematic parameters for the opening of the Indian Ocean basin during the Cenozoic [Merkouriev and DeMets, 2006; DeMets et al., 2005; Cande et al., 2010] . The India-Somalia rotations have been tabulated in a recent study of van Hinsbergen et al. [2011] . For the upper Late Cretaceous reconstructions (65-83.5 Ma), we used the India-Somalia rotations of Molnar et al. [1988] , and prior to 83.5 Ma, the Indian plate motion was calculated using the India-Madagascar-Africa plate circuit of Torsvik et al. [2008] .
[19] Motion of the Pacific plate relative to the African (Nubian) plate since Late Cretaceous time (chron C34y, 83.5 Ma) was reconstructed using two alternative kinematic models Tarduno, 2008a, 2008b ]. The first model (which will be referred to as the "Antarctic plate circuit") combines the reconstructions of the Pacific plate relative to West Antarctica (Mary Byrd Land), West Antarctica relative to East Antarctica, and East Antarctica relative to south Africa. The second model uses the reconstructions of Campbell Plateau (which has been a part of the Pacific plate since the Late Cretaceous) relative to the Lord Howe Rise, the Lord Howe Rise to Australia, Australia to East Antarctica, and East Antarctica to Africa. In the remainder of the paper, we will refer to this model as the "Australian plate circuit." The individual reconstructions involved in the two plate circuit models have been described in detail in Tarduno [2008a, 2008b] , and here we retained their choices for the finite rotations defining relative plate motions in the southwestern Pacific ocean. The only modification that has been made is the use of detailed reconstructions of the Pacific-West Antarctica motion since middle Eocene time (chron C20o, 43.8 Ma) recently published by Croon et al. [2008] . Similarly to Steinberger et al. [2004] and Doubrovine and Tarduno [2008a] , we switched from the reconstructions through the Australian plate circuit for times older than chron C21y (46.3 Ma) to those using the Pacific-West Antarctica-East Antarctica connection for times younger than chron C20o (43.8 Ma), and interpolated rotations for times between chrons C21y and C20o. For times younger than chron C20o, the two plate circuit models are identical. The rotation parameters of Royer and Chang [1991] and Bernard et al. [2005] , describing the motion between East Antarctica and Africa since Late Cretaceous time, were used for the final link in both plate circuits.
[20] Whereas the histories of relative plate motion are well established from geophysical data collected in the Indian and Atlantic oceans, larger uncertainties exist for reconstructions linking the Pacific plate with the plates of Indo-Atlantic realm. Specifically, the record of seafloor spreading between West and East Antarctica is limited to the area flanking the Adare Trough in the western Ross Sea, which led to large uncertainties of the estimated West-East Antarctica rotations Cande and Stock, 2004b] . Extrapolations and considerations of plate circuit closure were used to derive the East-West Antarctica rotations for reconstruction ages older than chron C13o time (33.5 Ma) . The fit of rifted margins of the Lord Howe Rise and Campbell Plateau [Sutherland, 1995] is subject to similarly large uncertainties.
[21] Two competing models have been proposed for the early opening between Australia and East Antarctica in Late Cretaceous to Paleocene time [Tikku and Cande, 2000; Whittaker et al., 2007 Whittaker et al., , 2010 Whittaker et al., , also submitted manuscript, 2011 Williams et al., 2011] , a period of very slow spreading at the Southeast Indian Ridge with no clearly identifiable fracture zones. The reconstruction of Tikku and Cande [2000] suggests nearly steady, north-south oriented motion between Australia and East Antarctica during this interval, producing a tight fit between the Broken Ridge and Kerguelen Plateau (the two oceanic plateaus are conjugate features separated in middle Eocene time, $40 Ma), but also causes an overlap of Tasmania and the South Tasman Rise with East Antarctica in the Late Cretaceous. In the alternative scenario proposed by Whittaker et al. [2007] , the initial Australia-Antarctica opening was oblique, in a northwestsoutheast direction, changing to the north-south motion in early Eocene time ($50 Ma). This reconstruction eliminates the Tasmania-Antarctica overlap in the Late Cretaceous and results in a sensible juxtaposition of old geologic terranes of Australia and Antarctica, but at the same time opens a gap between the Broken Ridge and Kerguelen Plateau [Tikku and Direen, 2008] . To address this inconsistency, Whittaker et al. [2010 Whittaker et al. [ , also submitted manuscript, 2011 and Williams et al. [2011] revised their rotation parameters, suggesting strikeslip motion between the two oceanic plateaus in the Late Cretaceous. Recognizing that neither model completely resolves all complexities of the early Australia-Antarctica rifting history, we tried both sets of rotation parameters in reconstructions of the Pacific plate motion through the Australian plate circuit. The solutions obtained with the rotations of Tikku and Cande [2000] and Whittaker et al. (submitted manuscript, 2011) will be referred to as the Australian plate circuit models 1 and 2, respectively.
Plume Motions
[22] Hot spot tracks formed on a lithospheric plate by its motion over the underlying hot spot sources record both the absolute displacement of the plate and motions of plumes entrained into the mantle flow. To separate the contribution of absolute plate motion from this combined signal, motions of plume conduits have to be estimated independently. This can be done through numerical modeling of whole mantle convection and advection of plume conduits into the mantle flow field [Steinberger and O'Connell, 1998; Steinberger, 2000] .
[23] Present locations and ages of the five hot spots that we have modeled are listed in Table 1 ; these closely follow the compilation of Steinberger and Antretter [2006] . The locations of Hawaiian, Reunion and Tristan hot spots are based on observations of active and recent hot spot-related volcanism. For the Tristan hot spot, we assumed the present location between Tristan da Cunha and Gough islands, both of which have been active recently. For the New England and Louisville hot spots, no recent volcanism has been documented, and their present positions were assigned using the locations of the youngest seamounts in these chains: seamount 18 of the Great Meteor group for the New England hot spot [Tucholke and Smoot, 1990] , and the "138.1 W" seamount of the Louisville track [Lonsdale, 1988] . Present locations $200-350 km south of the 138.1 W seamount have been also proposed for the Louisville hot spot from reconstructions of the Pacific plate relative to the fixed hot spots [Wessel and Kroenke, 1997; Raymond et al., 2000; Wessel et al., 2006; Wessel and Kroenke, 2008] . Because these estimates may be significantly biased by unaccounted hot spot motions, we did not consider them suitable for our analysis.
[24] The ages of Louisville, Reunion and Tristan hot spots were assigned using the radiometric estimates from the associated LIPs (Ontong Java-Manihiki-Hikurangi, Deccan and Parana-Etendeka LIPs, respectively). We note that the assumption that the formation of $120-Ma-old Ontong Java, Manihiki and Hikurangi plateaus [Taylor, 2006] was related to the arrival of the Louisville plume head underneath the lithosphere of the paleo-Pacific ocean is questionable because the older segment of the Louisville track has been subducted beneath the Tonga trench. Although we could not rule out a younger age of the hot spot (between 120 and 80 Ma), we preferred to keep the 120 Ma assignment because of a possible temporal association with the widespread Aptian pulse of volcanic activity in the western Pacific, traditionally attributed to a mantle plume (see Doubrovine et al. [2009] and references therein for discussion). A recent study of Chandler et al. [2012] showed that the reconstructions of the Ontong Java-Manihiki-Hikurangi LIP using the hot spot reference frames of O'Neill et al. ) and potentially large uncertainties in all APM models for the Pacific plate for ages greater than 83.5 Ma, Chandler et al. [2012] concluded that the connection between the Ontong Java-Manihiki-Hikurangi LIP and the Louisville hot spot remains a viable hypothesis.
[25] The New England track is not linked to a LIP, and we assigned the age using the oldest radiometric dates from the volcanics produced by this hot spot ( [26] The global mantle flow field and its variations through time were modeled using the spectral method originally developed by O'Connell [1979, 1981] . The flow was computed within a spherical shell and was modeled as driven by mantle density heterogeneities with plate velocities imposed as a boundary condition at the surface, the free-slip condition at the core-mantle boundary, and a radial viscosity structure within the mantle. Because the numerical flow model does not consider lateral viscosity variations, the calculated flow field does not feature net rotation of the lithosphere relative to the mantle. Hence, absolute plate velocities had to be modified such that net lithosphere rotation was zero. This modification was necessary in order to compute the mantle flow and hot spot motions in the mean mantle reference frame (i.e., without net rotation of the entire mantle). However, when fitting absolute plate rotations (section 3), net rotation of the lithosphere was not assumed to remain zero. This is equivalent to artificially introducing net rotation of the lithosphere relative to the mantle, as has been discussed by Mihalffy et al. [2008] .
[27] The mantle was treated as an incompressible viscous liquid with phase transitions as in the study of Steinberger [2000] . The present-day mantle density structure was inferred from the SMEAN seismic tomography model of Becker and Boschi [2002] , using the depth-dependent velocity to density scaling factors of Steinberger and Calderwood [2006] and reference density and seismic velocity values from the preliminary reference Earth model (PREM) [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981] . Density variations above the depth of 220 km were set to zero to exclude lithospheric effects. The preferred model of Steinberger and Calderwood [2006] (model 2b) was used for the radial variation of mantle viscosity; this viscosity model is constrained by mineral physics data and surface observations (geoid and heat flux). The inferred present density anomalies were advected back in time in the calculated flow field at 1 Ma increments following the approach of Steinberger and O'Connell [1998] , which is based on approximating the temporal variation of density by the contribution due to advection alone, i.e., ignoring all other terms in the equation of heat transfer (heat diffusion, heat production, viscous dissipation). This is a valid approximation for reconstructing the mantle density structure over timescales up to $70 Ma, at which thermal diffusion is small compared to the advective heat transport [Steinberger and O'Connell, 1998 ]. However, for reconstructions beyond 70 Ma, severe numerical artifacts can develop in the backward advection calculations [e.g., Conrad and Gurnis, 2003] . Hence, we chose to limit the backward advection in our plume advection experiments to 70 Ma, and for the older times (up to $130 Ma) we assumed a constant flow field defined by the density structure reconstructed at 70 Ma. This simplification creates additional uncertainty for the modeled hot spot motions.
[28] Plume motions were calculated using the algorithm of Steinberger and O'Connell [1998] , which discretizes a plume conduit into a finite number of segments and assumes that the total velocity of each segment is the sum of the mantle flow velocity at the segment midpoint and the plume vertical buoyant rising velocity. Conduits were modeled as initially vertical, originating from the top of the low-viscosity D″ layer above the CMB (at the depth of $2620 km) and terminating at the bottom of the lithosphere (the 100 km average depth was used). The initial geometry corresponds to the hot spot ages listed in Table 1 . Present conduit geometries were calculated by forward advection of plumes in the flow field computed as described above. The bases of conduits were kept at their original depth (2620 km) and were allowed to move with velocities defined by the horizontal flow component at that level. The initial positions of plumes were estimated using an iterative procedure, by matching the present-day hot spot locations with the coordinates of the upper terminations of advected conduits [Steinberger, 2000] . For a detailed description of the numerical model and plume parameters used in our calculations, see the reference case of Steinberger and Antretter [2006] .
Reconstruction Method
[29] The workflow for defining a moving hot spot reference frame is summarized in Figure 1 . First, the locations corresponding to the selected reconstruction ages were identified in hot spot tracks from the available radiometric data (section 2.1) and reconstructed relative to a reference (anchor) plate using relative plate rotations (section 2.2). Hot spot motions in the mantle reference frame were modeled using the numerical technique described in section 2.3. Spatial uncertainties were assigned to the reconstructed track locations and the coeval positions of hot spots (section 3.1), which were then used as the input for the spherical regression algorithm to estimate the absolute rotations of the anchor plate and their uncertainties (section 3.2). The control step was to test whether the fitted rotations reconstruct the track locations onto their respective hot spots within the errors assigned to the input data through a formal test for the goodness of fit (section 3.2). Relative plate motions were combined with absolute motions of the anchor plate to calculate the absolute rotations for all remaining plates. This generated a new global absolute plate kinematic model that would generally predict slightly different hot spot motions. In order to produce an internally consistent APM model, the calculations of global mantle flow and advection of plumes were repeated with the newly defined kinematic solution until the differences between the absolute plate motions produced in successive iterations became negligible (section 3.3).
[30] Our reconstruction method (section 3.2, Appendix A) required a priori known uncertainties of input data. An alternative approach for defining uncertainties of fitted rotations would be assuming that the assigned data errors are only relatively correct and estimating the unknown data variances from the model misfit. This approach, however, does not provide a quantitative way to evaluate the quality of obtained fit, or discriminate between alternative models with identical error budgets (e.g., when the tracks are reconstructed through different plate circuits, section 4). In essence, when data errors are deduced from the misfit, the uncertainties of fitted rotations become as large as necessary to capture any misfit within the model error, no matter how bad the misfit is. Hence, similarly to Andrews et al. [2006] , we chose to assign the errors to the past hot spot and track locations and treated them as known values. As discussed further in section 3.1, the assigned errors were realistic in the sense that they neither grossly overestimated nor underestimated uncertainties conceivable for our data selection.
Input Locations and Assigned Errors
[31] Similarly to the study of O'Neill et al. [2005] and many others, we used (south) Africa as a reference or anchor plate and fitted its absolute rotations at 10 Ma increments back to Late Cretaceous time (80 Ma) using hot spot tracks from the Pacific, Atlantic and Indian oceans. Further back in time, we also estimated absolute rotations for 100 and 124 Ma; these however were based on the Atlantic tracks only (Tristan and New England hot spots).
[32] Because the available radiometric ages (section 2.1 and auxiliary material Table S1 ) were limited by the distribution of the sampling sites, a necessary preprocessing step for using age progressions and geometries of the tracks was to estimate the positions corresponding to the selected reconstruction times. Here we chose to approximate the actual tracks by spherical splines with a smoothing parameter varying between 500 and 2000 [Jupp and Kent, 1987] , using the dated localities as the input and weighting them according to the uncertainties of age estimates. The smoothing parameter controls the trade-off between the smoothness of the spline curve and the accuracy of approximation. Smaller values tend to produce fitted curves that closely follow the data points, but exhibit large variations in curvature. Higher values reduce the curvature variation by allowing larger departures of the curve from the data. In the limiting cases, the spherical spline with a zero smoothing parameter strictly interpolates the data points, whereas as the smoothing parameter approaches infinity, the spline curve tends toward a great circle segment.
[33] We applied the following criteria for selecting appropriate values of the smoothing parameter: (i) the spline curves should accurately represent the geometries of hot spot tracks, (ii) the ages along the smoothed curves should increase monotonically with the increasing distance from the hot spot, and (iii) the root mean square (RMS) misfit between the dated locations projected on the spline curve and the points of the spline corresponding to their ages should not exceed 150 km, which is the lower limit for the spatial uncertainty typically assigned to the spline-approximated positions along tracks.
[34] Spline curves were used to resample tracks at 10 Ma increments (e.g., Figure 2 ). Circular uncertainties (at a nominal (a) An example of the smoothing spherical spline (smoothing parameter = 500) fitted to the age data for the Hawaiian hot spot track. Triangles show the positions on the spline curve sampled at 10 Ma increments. Circles are the 95% uncertainties assigned to the spline locations. Small dots with tie-lines to the spline are the locations of radiometrically dated samples. Marine gravity anomaly map is from Sandwell and Smith [1997] . Miller cylindrical projection. (b) Ages of dated localities as a function of their distance along the track from the Hawaiian hot spot (circles). Black curve shows the age-distance progression for the spline model; gray band around this curve corresponds to the 95% uncertainties regions assigned to spline points. 95% confidence level) were assigned to spline-interpolated positions based on the distribution of the dated localities and their observed ages relative to the spline curves. For example, 150 km uncertainties were assigned to the 0-40 Ma locations along the Hawaiian hot spot track, a 175 km uncertainty was set for the 50 Ma position, and a 200 km uncertainty was assigned to the 60-80 Ma locations. Figure 2 shows that the spherical spline produced an excellent fit for the geometry of the Hawaiian-Emperor chain and the simple error model adopted for the resampled points captured the variation of the observed ages relative to the spline model. A similar approach was used for approximating the remaining tracks. For the Reunion track, a 150 km uncertainty was assigned for the 0-40 Ma locations, and a 200 km error was set for the 50-60 Ma locations. For the Tristan, New England, and Louisville hot spots, whose present-day locations are less certain (section 2.1), a 200 km uncertainty was assigned for all positions. The RMS misfits between the dated locations projected onto the model curves and spline positions corresponding to their ages were less than 90 km for the Hawaiian, Louisville, New England and Reunion tracks, and $140 km for the Tristan track, indicating that the spherical splines provided a close fit to the observed age progressions.
[35] Assigning uncertainties to the past hot spot locations calculated through numerical modeling of the mantle flow and plume conduit advection (section 2.3) was less straightforward, as has been discussed in the earlier studies [e.g., Steinberger et al., 2004; O'Neill et al., 2005] . Specifically, O'Neill et al. [2005] noted that 'the physical uncertainties in the input to these calculations, together with the uncertainties in modeling parameters, make it difficult to constrain the uncertainties in these calculated positions in any meaningful way.' From the analysis of a large number of models, they found that (i) the uncertainty of hot spot motion (arising from the uncertainties of model parameters) is generally similar to the amounts of motion itself, (ii) increases with age, and (iii) the uncertainty region for a calculated past hot spot location usually overlaps with its present-day uncertainty region. Based on these findings, we devised a simple error model for the calculated hot spot locations, by using the present-day uncertainties assigned to hot spots (150 km for Hawaii and Reunion, and 200 km for Tristan, New England and Louisville) and increasing it with age at a rate of 2.25 km/Ma (e.g., 180 km in 80 Ma). We note that although this simple error model probably underestimated true uncertainties for the ages older than 40 Ma, we nevertheless preferred to use the "tighter" confidence regions because doing so did not introduce unnecessary large uncertainties to the fitted rotations (section 4). Notice, however, that the assigned errors (both for the locations along tracks and for the modeled positions of hot spots) should be viewed only as first-order approximations of the true data variances; hence we chose to defer rejection of the models that failed the formal goodness of fit test (section 3.2) in cases of marginal significance.
Spherical Regression
[36] In studies of relative plate motion, a statistically rigorous regression technique for fitting finite rotations and analyzing their uncertainties has been developed and routinely used over the last two decades [Hellinger, 1981; Chang, 1988; Chang et al., 1990] . In contrast, various methods have been proposed for estimating absolute plate rotations in hot spot reconstructions, and no single modeling approach has yet been fully accepted by the geophysical community as a standard technique. The traditional approach [e.g., Morgan, 1981; Duncan and Clague, 1985] is based on fitting coeval segments of hot spot tracks by small circles about a stage rotation pole, and using their lengths and age estimates to derive the angular rate of absolute motion. The most important shortcomings of this technique, which limit its use for the purposes of our study, are that it assumes fixed hot spots and does not provide a straightforward way for estimating rotation uncertainties; other limitations have been discussed by Wessel et al. [2006] .
[37] Several recent studies explored possibilities for quantifying uncertainties in hot spot reconstructions. Harada and Hamano [2000] and Wessel et al. [2006] developed a technique for fixed hot spot reconstruction, which uses a grid search in the Euler pole latitude-longitude space to define all possible candidate rotations that are consistent with the observed geometries of hot spot tracks within a wide range of rotation angles. Using available radiometric dates, the candidate rotations are binned into groups that correspond to selected reconstruction ages. A mean rotation and its uncertainty (covariance matrix) are then estimated from the population of rotations within each group.
[38] Andrews et al.
[2006] adopted a numerical approach for solving a least squares regression problem of finding a rotation that minimizes the misfit between two sets of points on the sphere (current hot spots positions and coeval locations on their respective tracks). The uncertainties of fitted rotations are estimated from the errors assigned to the data points, allowing a formal statistical test for the goodness of fit. This method was originally intended for testing fixed hot spot models, but its application is not limited to the case of fixed hot spots.
[39] O'Neill et al. [2005] used a modification of the Hellinger [1981] criterion of fit and formulations of Chang [1988] to determine absolute rotations in the Indo-Atlantic moving hot spot reference frame and their uncertainties. However, the method of Chang [1988] was specifically designed for estimating rotations from plate boundary crossings and is not a natural solution for the regression problem relevant to hot spot reconstructions. A simpler, yet statistically rigorous technique for fitting two sets of spherical data was developed by Chang [1986 Chang [ , 1987 , and we used these formulations to define finite rotations, estimate their uncertainties and test for the goodness of fit in our moving hot spot reconstructions. Our approach is similar to the method of Andrews et al. [2006] in the way we defined a criterion of fit and derived a goodness of fit statistic from the assigned data errors, but uses an analytical solution for the least squares regression problem. It also shares similarities with the O'Neill et al. [2005] method in the way we treated and analyzed rotation uncertainties. The essential definitions and formulations used in our analysis are summarized in Appendix A; a detailed discussion, derivations and mathematical proofs can be found in the original works of Chang [1986, 1987] .
[40] For each reconstruction age, we estimated the best-fit finite rotationÂ that reconstructs the anchor plate (Africa) to its position relative to the moving hot spots at that age. The rotation uncertainty was expressed as a covariance matrix of a small rotation pseudo-vector h, which relates the estimated rotation to its "true" unknown value A 0 through the equation
where F(h) denotes the right-hand rule rotation about vector h by |h| radians. Although h is unknown, its covariance matrix, cov(h) = E(hh T ), can be estimated from the data uncertainties as described in Appendix A. The confidence region for the fitted rotationÂ at a selected significance level a (e.g., a = 0.05 to produce a 95% confidence region) is defined as a collection of candidate rotations A =ÂF(h) with all possible vectors h that satisfy the condition
where c a 2 [3] is the upper critical value of the c 2 distribution with three degrees of freedom. Note that according to this definition, the perturbation F(h) is applied before the best-fit rotationÂ, hence the covariance matrix is defined in the reference frame of the plate that is being reconstructed. This convention conforms with the standard practice of expressing rotation uncertainties in studies of relative plate kinematics [Chang et al., 1990] .
[41] The quality of fit was evaluated by comparing the observed misfit between the reconstructed track locations rotated byÂ and the modeled hot spot positions with the misfit expected from their uncertainties, using the statistic
where SSE(Â ) denotes the weighted sum of the squared misfits and s 2 is the average combined variance of the data (see Appendix A for the definitions of these parameters). Assuming Fisherian-distributed errors of the data, c 2 is distributed as c 2 [2n À 3], where n is the number of hot spots used in the reconstruction. Hence, when the c 2 exceeded the upper critical value of the c 2 distribution with 2n À 3 degrees of freedom at a 5% significance level, we concluded that the fitted rotationÂ produced an unacceptably large misfit between the reconstructed track locations and their respective hot spots and the reconstruction should be rejected at this significance level.
Iterative Approach to the Solution
[42] The numerical method used to model the global mantle flow requires surface plate velocities prescribed as the upper boundary condition for the mantle domain (section 2.3). Hence, the calculated plume and hot spot motions depend on the absolute plate kinematics, which is not known a priori. Yet, the hot spot motions are essential for defining the absolute plate motions in a moving hot spot reference frame. To solve this "chicken and the egg" problem, we adopted an iterative approach [cf. Steinberger et al., 2004] , starting with a trial APM model to calculate plume motions, generating a new APM model by fitting hot spot tracks as described in section 3.2, and then repeating the entire process until convergence was reached and the modeled plume motions were fully consistent with the rotation parameters of the final iteration (Figure 1 ). Four iterations (including the initial model) were sufficient to reach the convergence with sufficient accuracy in all our models (section 4).
[43] As a starting point, we used a recent plate polygon model of Torsvik et al. [2010a] , which incorporates the absolute plate motions of O'Neill et al. [2005] , Torsvik et al. [2008] , and Steinberger and Torsvik [2008] for the plates of Indo-Atlantic hemisphere, and of Steinberger and Gaina [2007] and Duncan and Clague [1985] for the plates in the Pacific. This model provides plate outlines (as closed polygons), stage poles and angular rotation rates at 10 Ma increments. As an approximation, we considered the plate velocity at any specific latitude and longitude to be constant during the 10 Ma intervals and equal to the average velocity defined by the stage rotation parameters. After each successive iteration, plate polygons were modified using the BPLATES routine of Torsvik et al. [2010a] to ensure the consistency between the positions of plate boundaries and newly defined absolute plate rotations. This procedure computes boundaries according to new absolute rotations for the Pacific and African plates and relative plate rotations within the Pacific and Indo-Atlantic hemispheres separately; the two sets of plate boundaries are then connected to produce a single, global set of plate polygons (see the Supplementary data of Torsvik et al. [2010a] for further details).
[44] Unlike the study of Torsvik et al. [2010a] , who used two separate reference frames based on the Pacific and Indo-Atlantic hot spots to define absolute plate motions, the kinematic solutions produced in successive iterations of our models were obtained by fitting all hot spot tracks simultaneously and expressed as absolute rotations of the African plate (section 3.2). The absolute rotations for the Pacific plate were calculated back to chron C34y time (83.5 Ma) using plate circuit reconstructions, with the alternative chains of relative plate motion described in section 2.2. For earlier reconstructions ages, the Pacific plate could not be linked to the plates of Indo-Atlantic hemisphere through a plate circuit. However, our numerical models of plume conduit advection did not use the flow fields calculated for ages prior to 70 Ma (section 2.3); hence, the modeled plume motions did not depend on plate reconstructions for the earlier times.
Results

Revised Rotations
[45] Finite reconstruction rotations for the motion of the African plate relative to moving hot spots are presented in Table 2 and auxiliary material Table S2 . The three sets of kinematic parameters correspond to the choices of plate circuit model that were used to reconstruct the Pacific plate (section 2.2), i.e., through the Antarctic connection and through the Australia-Lord Howe Rise plate circuit, with two alternative models for the early opening between Australia and East Antarctica [Tikku and Cande, 2000; Whittaker et al., submitted manuscript, 2011] . Each model of Africa motion in Table 2 and auxiliary material Table S2 went through five iterative steps to ensure the consistency between the modeled hot spot motions (section 2.3) and absolute plate kinematics, as described in section 3.3. The changes in hot spot motion between the successive iterations are illustrated in Figure 3 . For the first iteration, hot spot traces were calculated using a model of the global mantle flow field, which is consistent with the absolute plate kinematics of Torsvik et al.
[2010a].
After defining a new APM model by fitting the hot spot tracks, calculating the mantle flow with the new absolute plate kinematics imposed as a boundary condition, and re-advecting plume conduits in the newly generated flow field, we observed significant changes in calculated traces for all five hot spots used in the reconstruction (compare iterations 1 and 2 in Figure 3) . In subsequent iterations, the changes were notably smaller; iterations 3-5 produced indistinguishable surface plume traces. The final model (for each of three choices of the Pacific plate circuit) is based on the hot spot motions calculated after the fifth iteration.
[46] The changes of absolute kinematics with the successive iterations of the models are illustrated in Figures 4a-4c , where we plotted flowlines for an arbitrarily chosen position on the African plate, presently located at 15 N, 20 E. Similarly to the estimated surface traces of plume conduits, the most significant changes were observed between the first (red flowlines) and second iterations (magenta flowlines). Starting from the third iteration, the absolute rotations virtually did not change, and we conclude that the convergence has been reached by the fourth iteration in all models. The final iterations of the three alternative models (black flowlines) show similar changes in direction and rate of absolute plate motion for the last 124 Ma. Notably, the use of Australian plate circuits 1 and 2 (Figure 4d ) produced nearly identical kinematic solutions; the differences between these two models are well below the uncertainties of estimated rotations (section 3.2). This result shows that the APM models incorporating the reconstructions of the Pacific plate through Australia and the Lord Howe Rise are not sensitive to the choice of the alternative kinematic model for the early opening between East Antarctica and Australia discussed in section 2.2.
Quality of Fit
[47] The overall quality of fit in each of the three alternative models presented in Table 2 and auxiliary material  Table S2 can be visually evaluated by comparing model hot spot tracks, which were calculated using absolute plate motions and associated hot spot motions, with the geometries and age progressions along the actual tracks. Figure 5 shows the predictions for the Hawaiian and Tristan tracks obtained using the two end-member kinematic models corresponding to the worst and the best overall fit, respectively. The first model (Figures 5a and 5c ) uses the Antarctic plate circuit for reconstructions of the Pacific plate (auxiliary material  Table S2 ); the second model (Figures 5b and 5d ) is based on reconstructions through the Australian plate circuit 1 (Table 2) . Similar plots for all remaining hot spot tracks modeled using the alternative kinematic solutions are presented in the auxiliary material ( Figures S1-S3 ).
[ (Figure 5a) , the model predicts a more northeastward orientation of the $50-80 Ma segment of the track, which contrasts with a nearly northward trend of the Emperor chain, producing $330 to 1000 km misfits for Suiko (61 Ma) and Detroit (76-81 Ma) seamounts, respectively. Similarly, a pronounced kink of the modeled Tristan track at 80 Ma ( Figure 5c ) and an $800 km associated misfit clearly contrast with a gentle curvature of the Walvis Ridge. These observations suggest that the model using the Antarctic plate circuit for reconstructions of the Pacific plate did not produce an acceptable fit for the hot spot tracks in Paleocene and Late Cretaceous time, and the formal statistical test for the goodness of fit (section 3.2) confirms this suggestion.
[49] The goodness of fit statistics (c 2 , equation (A23), divided by the number of degrees of freedom for the ease of comparison) and other relevant parameters are presented in Table 3 and illustrated in Figure 6a . These values show that the model using the Antarctic plate circuit reconstructions of the Pacific plate produced formally acceptable fits for the 10-60 Ma, 100 Ma and 124 Ma rotations. However, the 70 and 80 Ma rotations produced misfits that are significantly greater than those expected from the uncertainties assigned to the data (section 3.1), even at the 1% significance level. Hence, we can conclude that the absolute kinematic model incorporating the Antarctic plate circuit is not acceptable for Late Cretaceous time. In contrast, the misfits produced by the kinematic model, in which the Pacific plate Parameters are as follows: l EP and f EP are the latitude and longitude of the Euler pole, r is the rotation angle, cov ij is the i-row, j-column element of the covariance matrix expressed in radians squared (i, j = 1,2,3). Because the covariance matrix is symmetric, only the upper triangle is tabulated. The covariance matrices are expressed in the reference frame of the African plate. In this model, the Pacific plate was reconstructed using Australia-Lord Howe Rise plate circuit model 1, with the Australia-Antarctica rotations of Tikku and Cande [2000] . Alternative kinematic solutions using the reconstructions of the Pacific plate through the Antarctic plate circuit and model 2 of the Australian plate circuit are presented in auxiliary material Table S2 . was reconstructed using model 1 of the Australian plate circuit, are notably smaller for early Eocene through Late Cretaceous time (50-80 Ma) and are within the limits imposed by the data uncertainties for all reconstruction ages. Similar to the model that uses the Antarctic plate circuit, the largest misfits (a RMS misfit of $250 km, Figure 6b) were observed for the 70 and 80 Ma reconstructions. However, even for these relatively poor fits, the test values did not exceed the upper 5% critical point of the relevant c 2 distribution (Table 3 , Figure 6a ), and we conclude that this model is acceptable within the entire age interval, back to 124 Ma.
[50] Almost identical results were obtained for the model incorporating the Pacific plate reconstructions through Australian plate circuit 2. Marginally acceptable fits were observed for the 70 and 80 Ma reconstructions, with the test values only slightly above the 5% critical values of c 2 and the corresponding RMS misfits of $280 km (Table 3) exceed the 5% critical point of c 2 distribution, but do not exceed the critical value at a 1% significance level.) For the remaining reconstruction times, the fits are fully acceptable. Allowing the possibility that the uncertainties assigned to the input data may have been underestimated (see the discussion in section 3.1), we cannot reject the Late Cretaceous (70 and 80 Ma) rotations of this model, even though they have failed the formal test. Yet, we prefer the kinematic solution based Figure 5 . (a-d) Examples of fits in moving hot spot models. Model tracks of the Hawaiian and Tristan hot spots calculated by combining absolute plate motions and hot spot motions are shown as rainbow-colored paths (color-coded according to the age) with stars plotted at 10 Ma increments. Ellipses show the 95% uncertainty regions. For the Tristan track, these were calculated using the uncertainties of the African absolute motion (Table 2 and auxiliary material Table S2 ); for the Hawaiian track, the uncertainties of absolute rotations were propagated through the plate circuit and combined with the errors of relative plate motions using the procedure of Doubrovine and Tarduno [2008a] . Thicker rainbow-colored swaths, with a similar age-coloring scheme, represent the surface motions of hot spots estimated from numerical models of plume conduit advection. Small dots with tie-lines to the model hot spot tracks are the locations of radiometrically dated samples. Marine gravity anomaly maps are according to Sandwell and Smith [1997] . The hatched areas in Figures 5c and 5d show the Parana-Etendeka flood basalt province at 132 Ma (in south African coordinates). Figures 5a and 5c show the predictions of the model using the Antarctic plate circuit for reconstructing the Pacific plate; Figures 5b and 5d show the results based on reconstructions using model 1 of the Australian plate circuit (see text). on model 1 of the Australian plate circuit because it produces the best overall fit to the hot spot tracks used in our reconstructions. While the detailed kinematic history of the opening between Australia and Antarctica in Cretaceous time is still a subject of active research and refinements, we feel that the rotations of Tikku and Cande [2000] provide a reasonable approximation for the early Australia-Antarctica motion. We stress that the incorporation of kinematic parameters of Whittaker et al. (submitted manuscript, 2011) in the Australian plate circuit produces very minor changes for the absolute plate kinematics; the differences between the rotation parameters for the two "Australian" models presented in Table 2 and auxiliary material Table S2 are negligible in comparison with estimated rotation uncertainties.
Discussion
Fixed Hot Spot Models
[51] Using fixed hot spots as a reference frame [Morgan, 1971] has traditionally been (and still remains) a popular way of defining absolute plate kinematics. There are two key assumptions underlying this approach. First, hot spots distributed over the surface of the Earth are assumed to remain fixed relative to each other through geologic time, forming a single reference frame. Second, no significant motion of this reference frame is assumed relative to the Earth's "mean" mantle, i.e., in a reference frame, in which the convective flow within the mantle globally averages to no net motion; thus, it can be used as a proxy reference frame for the entire mantle. Considering that being an integral part of the largescale mantle circulation, mantle plumes are entrained into the global flow, and hence their conduits are expected to move, bend and get distorted by the "mantle wind," neither of these two assumptions appears valid. A common escape from this paradox was to assume that mantle plumes and hot spots, even if not truly stationary, can nevertheless be considered as "approximately fixed" when the rate of their motion is compared to much faster velocities of surface plates.
[52] Some support for this idea comes from studies that analyzed the Pacific and Indo-Atlantic hot spot tracks separately. For instance, O'Neill et al. [2005] produced a fixed hot spot reference frame and a moving hot spot reference frame using hot spot tracks from the Indian and Atlantic oceans and performed a formal statistical test to determine whether the two frames are significantly distinct. They concluded that for the last 80 Ma the two Indo-Atlantic reference frames were indistinguishable, and that the hot spot motion was 'not discernible above the uncertainties in the data for times less than $80 Ma' [O'Neill et al., 2005, p. 24] . Andrews et al. [2006] fitted the Pacific rotations relative to the fixed Hawaiian and Louisville hot spots back to $68 Ma and conducted a goodness of fit test using a statistical approach that is similar to the c 2 test described in section 3.2. They found no significant misfits in their reconstructions and concluded that the assumption of fixity for the two Pacific hot spots for the last 68 Ma is viable. In contrast, estimates of great circle distance between the Hawaiian and Louisville hot spots through time [Wessel and Kroenke, 2009 ] suggested a significant decrease in their separation (by $5 ) during the $80-55 Ma interval, indicating relative hot spot motion.
[53] Plate circuit reconstructions consistently show a limited value of fixed hot spot reference frames based solely on Pacific or Indo-Atlantic data: the reconstructions in Pacific fixed hot spot reference frames fail to reproduce the geometries of Indo-Atlantic hot spot tracks and, conversely, motion of the Pacific plate relative to the Indo-Atlantic hot spots does not fit the Pacific hot spot tracks DiVenere and Kent, 1999; Raymond et al., 2000; Tarduno, 2008a, 2008b] . These observations suggest that the Pacific and Indo-Atlantic hot spots do not constitute a single reference frame consistent with the assumption of globally fixed hot spots. We further tested global hot spot fixity by fitting absolute rotations and performing the formal test for the goodness of fit (section 3.2) for the five hot spot tracks that we have used in our moving hot spot reconstructions (Hawaii, Louisville, New England, Reunion and Tristan).
[54] The fitting procedure was analogous to the approach used to define the moving hot spot models described in section 4, except hot spots were assumed to remain stationary through time at their present locations as listed in Table 1 . Because no advection of plume conduits was required for this exercise, we did not have to iterate the kinematic solutions Parameters are as follows: n is the number of hot spots, df is the number of degrees of freedom (2n À 3), SSE(Â ) is the sum of weighted, squared errors for the best-fit rotation (equations (A4)-(A6)), RMS is the root mean square misfit between the reconstructed track positions and corresponding locations of hot spots estimated through numerical modeling, c 2 is the goodness of fit statistics (equation (A23)), and c 0.05 2 [df] is the upper critical point of the c 2 distribution with df degrees of freedom, corresponding to a 5% probability.
(cf. section 3.3) and the "final" models were obtained in one step. The errors assigned to the input data (track and hot spot locations) were kept exactly as in moving hot spot models, including the increase in the uncertainty of hot spot location with age, although the locations themselves did not change through time. The error budgets in the fixed and moving hot spot reconstructions were thus identical, so that the quality of fixed hot spot fits can be directly compared with that of moving hot spot models.
[55] The fits of the fixed hot spot models for the Hawaiian and Tristan tracks are shown in Figure 7 . Similarly to Figure 5 , Figures 7a and 7c show the results for the solution incorporating the Antarctic plate circuit reconstructions of the Pacific plate, while Figures 7b and 7d illustrate the fits obtained using model 1 of the Australian plate circuit. The fits produced by the fixed hot spot reconstructions for Eocene to Late Cretaceous segments of the tracks (50-80 Ma, Figure 7 ) are significantly worse than the corresponding fits of the moving hot spot models (Figure 5) , regardless of the choice of Pacific plate circuit. This holds true for the remaining hot spot tracks (not shown in Figure 7) , and is further illustrated by high RMS misfit values, that peak at $500-800 km for the Late Cretaceous reconstructions (70 and 80 Ma, Figure 6d ). Such misfits are clearly not acceptable.
[56] The results of the goodness of fit test for the fixed hot spot models are shown in Figure 6c . The high values of c 2 statistic for the 60, 70 and 80 Ma reconstructions indicate significant misfits in all three fixed hot spot models; the probability of obtaining values as high as observed by chance does not exceed 0.001% in all cases. The fixed hot spot 50 Ma reconstructions are only marginally acceptable. Even for the 10-40 Ma rotations that produced acceptable misfits, the values of c 2 and RMS misfit are higher than those observed in the corresponding moving hot spot models (compare Figures 6c and 6d with Figures 6a and 6b, respectively) . Only the two oldest rotations (100 and 124 Ma) in the fixed hot spot model, which are exclusively based on the data from the Tristan and New England tracks, are of a comparable quality with the coeval rotations of the moving hot spot reconstructions.
[57] In summary, we conclude that in comparison with the moving hot spot models, the reconstructions assuming globally fixed hot spots produced inferior fits to the analyzed hot spot tracks for the entire interval from the recent to Late Cretaceous time . For the Paleocene to Late Cretaceous (60-80 Ma), the fixed hot spot models resulted in clearly unacceptable misfits, no matter what kinematic model was used for the reconstructions of the Pacific plate. This is an expected result, once again highlighting the significance of motion between the Pacific and Indo-Atlantic hot spots in Late Cretaceous and Paleocene time [cf. Doubrovine and Tarduno, 2008a] . Following Torsvik et al. [2008] , we strongly suggest that fixed hot spot reference frames should no longer be used.
Comparison With Published Hot Spot Frames
[58] Hot spot reconstructions have been routinely used by the geophysical community for modeling absolute plate motions from the early Cretaceous to recent time ($120-0 Ma), and it is important to address the extent of revisions suggested by our new global moving hot spot reference frame (GMHRF) in comparison to the existing hot spot frames. When referring to the GMHRF, we will henceforth mean our preferred kinematic solution, which incorporates reconstructions of the Pacific plate relative to Africa using model 1 of the Australian plate circuit (Table 2 ). For the purpose of illustration, we considered the motion of Africa relative to moving or fixed hot spots that define the reference frames discussed below. The choice of analyzing the predictions of Africa absolute motion was made because Africa is the reference plate of the GMHRF (section 2.2), as well as virtually all earlier Indo-Atlantic and global hot spot reference frames.
[59] The motion of Africa in the GMHRF (or any other absolute reference frame) can be visualized by plots similar to Figure 4 , in which we reconstructed an arbitrarily chosen location on the African plate back in time, constructing a reference flowline, which is the path traveled by the location to its present-day position at 15 N and 20 E. Torsvik et al. [2008] , and fixed hot spot frames of (c) Müller et al. [1993] and (d) Wessel and Kroenke [2008] .
global moving hot spot frame of Torsvik et al. [2008] , fixed Indo-Atlantic hot spot frame of Müller et al. [1993] , and fixed Pacific hot spot frame of Wessel and Kroenke [2008] (blue lines). For the ease of comparison, we interpolated the rotations at 10 Ma increments (wherever they had not been estimated at 10 Ma steps originally) and estimated the uncertainties of interpolated rotations following the procedure described by Doubrovine and Tarduno [2008a] . Ages of the Müller et al. [1993] rotations were adjusted to the timescales of back to 83.5 Ma, and of Gradstein et al. [1994] for earlier times, to ensure the timescale consistency for all models. Torsvik et al. [2008] pointed out that such an adjustment is not a strictly valid way of "updating" an existing hot spot reference frame with a more recent timescale because fixed hot spot reconstructions combine relative plate motions, which are sensitive to the use of a different timescale, and radiometric dates from hot spot tracks, which are not (sections 2.1 and 2.2). The proper approach would be redoing the analysis of Müller et al. [1993] with the ages of relative plate rotations modified according to the timescales of and Gradstein et al. [1994] ; this, however, is outside the scope of our study. Furthermore, Torsvik et al. [2008] showed that a simple age adjustment adopted here results in very minor modifications of the reference frame of Müller et al. [1993] , with the differences between the reconstructions using the original and age-adjusted rotations less than $100 km.
[60] Comparing the reconstructions of Africa in the GMHRF and in the Indo-Atlantic reference frame of O'Neill et al. [2005] (Figure 8a ), we did not observe significant differences between the two models for the past 40 Ma and for the 100-120 Ma interval. However, for the times between $50 and 90 Ma the reference flowlines depart considerably. The GMHRF predicts two prominent changes in the direction of the African motion, from a northeast to a northwest direction at 100 Ma and then back to a dominantly northeastern orientation at 70 Ma. Similar, albeit less pronounced directional changes are observed at $90 Ma and 50 Ma in the Indo-Atlantic frame of O'Neill et al. [2005] . The rates of absolute motion also differ substantially. Given the reconstruction uncertainties, the differences between the two frames during the 90-50 Ma interval are significant and can be unequivocally attributed to the use of the Pacific hot spot tracks for defining the GMHRF and large-scale differential motion between the Pacific and Indo-Atlantic hot spots (sections 1 and 5.1).
[61] The consistency of the 100-120 Ma reconstructions in the GMHRF and Indo-Atlantic moving hot spot frame is not surprising, since for that time interval the GMHRF is based on Indo-Atlantic tracks only. The similarity of the two reference frames for the last 40 Ma was also expected. Our models of plume conduit advection predict $300 km of total surface motion for the Hawaiian hot spot since 40 Ma, and less than 200 km for all remaining hot spots (Figure 3) . Recalling that even the fixed hot spot model produced acceptable reconstructions for this time interval (section 5.1), the consistency of the two reference frames over the last 40 Ma can be explained by minor amounts of hot spot motion that did not produce significant systematic discrepancies between the Pacific and Indo-Atlantic hot spot groups.
[62] The reference frame of Torsvik et al. [2008] is an update of the earlier analysis by Steinberger et al. [2004] and is most compatible with our new GMHRF overall. This model uses a similar selection of hot spot tracks (except excluding the data from the New England seamounts), the same modeling technique for estimating hot spot motions (section 2.3) and a similar kinematic model of relative plate motions, including the reconstructions of the Pacific plate through the Australian plate circuit. Relative plate motions used by Torsvik et al. [2008] , however, are not entirely identical to those implemented in the GMHRF (see section 2.2 for the description of the updates); their plate polygon model, required to assign surface plate velocities for the calculation of global mantle flow field, also differs from this study. Consequently, and because geodynamic model parameters are somewhat different here, the hot spot motions estimated by Steinberger et al. [2004] and Torsvik et al. [2008] differ from those used to define the GMHRF (compare Figure 3 and Steinberger et al. [2004, Figure S1] ). Notably, while the amount of southward drift of the Hawaiian hot spot since Late Cretaceous time ($8 from 80 Ma to recent, Figure 3 ) is similar to that estimated by Steinberger et al. [2004] , our calculations indicate smaller displacements to the east and a more complex geometry of the surface plume trace. Our model also predicts larger amounts of eastward motion for the Louisville hot spot and slightly longer surface traces for the Tristan and Reunion plumes. Whereas in the models of Steinberger et al. [2004] and Torsvik et al. [2008] the overall hot spot motion is dominated by the south-southwest drift of the Hawaiian hot spot, it is partitioned more evenly between the five hot spots used to define the GMHRF. Another important difference is the fitting approach used by Torsvik et al. [2008] to estimate the absolute rotations for the African plate (see Steinberger [2000] for details), in which three stage rotations (0-43.8 Ma, 43.8-61.2 Ma and 61.2-83.5 Ma) were calculated using a least squares regression technique (with no estimates of the rotation uncertainty) and then combined to produce a final set of finite rotations. Although the reference frame of Torsvik et al. [2008] extends to $130 Ma, only reconstructions back to 83.5 Ma are based on the global fit of hot spot tracks; the rotations corresponding to the older reconstruction ages were estimated by adding stage rotations of the fixed Indo-Atlantic hot spot frame of Müller et al. [1993] .
[63] Despite the differences discussed above, the comparison of the Torsvik et al. [2008] reference frame and the GMHRF (Figure 8b ) shows that they are broadly consistent for the reconstruction times from 0 to 50 Ma and for the 80-120 Ma interval. For these reconstruction ages, the positions along the reference flowline for the Torsvik et al. [2008] model fall within the 95% uncertainty regions of those reconstructed in the GMHRF, which indicates that the two sets of rotations are not statistically distinct at the 5% significance level. Only the 60 and 70 Ma rotations appear to be significantly different. The departure originates from the differences in estimated hot spot motions, and can also be in part due to the differences in regression algorithms and weighting schemes for the input data used in the two models. For example, the GMHRF produces a better fit for the Emperor Seamounts of the Hawaiian hot spot track (Figure 5b ) compared to the model of Torsvik et al. [2008] (e.g., a 200 km misfit versus $300 km at 75 Ma), but slightly looser fit to the Late Cretaceous segment of the Walvis Ridge (Figure 5d , 70-80 Ma), which is acceptable nevertheless. Because of the overall good fit of the GMHRF to the hot spot tracks in both the Indo-Atlantic and Pacific oceanic domains and the statistically rigorous approach used to define the absolute rotations, the GMHRF supersedes the reference frames of O'Neill et al. [2005] , Steinberger et al. [2004] , and Torsvik et al. [2008] .
[64] Although fixed hot spot reference frames are not truly compatible with moving hot spot reconstructions, we feel it would be useful to provide examples on how our results compare with predictions of some popular fixed hot spots models. Specifically, we will consider the fixed IndoAtlantic hot spot reference frame of Müller et al. [1993] (Figure 8c) , which has been a standard and the most-cited reference for absolute plate kinematics for almost two decades, and the most recent Pacific hot spot reference frame of Wessel and Kroenke [2008] (WK08-A, Figure 8d) . The latter provides absolute rotations for the Pacific plate back to the earliest Cretaceous time (144 Ma), but the rotations for the African plate could not be extended beyond 83.5 Ma because there is no suitable plate circuit linking the Pacific and African plates prior that time [e.g., Larter et al., 2002] . The African absolute rotations in the reference frame of Wessel and Kroenke [2008] were calculated by adding relative plate motions to the absolute motion of the Pacific plate using our preferred model of the Australian plate circuit.
[65] The motion of the African plate in the reference frame of Müller et al. [1993] is generally similar to the GMHRF estimates for the last 40 Ma, although the fixed hot spot frame implies slightly higher velocities (Figure 8c ). For the earlier ages, the positions reconstructed relative to the fixed IndoAtlantic hot spots fall significantly further south, which is a sensible outcome considering that the plume advection model (Figure 3 ) predicts dominantly southward motion of Indo-Atlantic hot spots. This motion is ignored in the fixed hot spot reconstruction, resulting in artificially larger amounts of the northward displacement of Africa. The reference flowline for the Müller et al. [1993] frame shows a smoother trajectory, with only one sharp kink at 80 Ma. In contrast, the motion of Africa in the fixed Pacific hot spot reference frame (Figure 8d ) closely mimics the directional changes observed in the GMHRF since 80 Ma. The Wessel and Kroenke [2008] model predicts slightly slower and more easterly oriented motion for the last 70 Ma; for the last 20 Ma, it produces reconstructions that are not statistically distinguishable from those relative to the global set of moving hot spots.
Plate Velocities and Net Lithosphere Rotation
[66] Surface velocity fields corresponding to the absolute plate motions in the GMHRF are shown in auxiliary material Figures S4-S8 . Plate boundaries in this figure represent the plate polygon model produced in the final iteration of the GMHRF (see section 3.3). Plate velocities, averaged over 10 Ma intervals, were estimated by computing stage rotations and angular velocities for successive time intervals, using the equations
where A 1 and A 2 are the finite rotations (expressed as rotation matrices) corresponding to the reconstruction ages t 1 and t 2 (t 2 > t 1 ), respectively, S 12 is the reconstruction stage rotation for the time interval between t 1 and t 2 , l s and f s are the latitude and longitude of the Euler stage pole, r s is the stage rotation angle, and w is the angular velocity vector for the forward plate motion.
[67] The finite rotations, stage rotations and angular velocities for several major lithospheric plates (Africa, North America, South America, Eurasia, India, Australia, East Antarctica and Pacific) are presented in auxiliary material Tables S3-S5. The variations of the angular rotation rate through time are plotted in auxiliary material Figure S9 . The uncertainties of finite and stage rotations, and covariance matrices of angular velocity vectors, were estimated using the formulations of Doubrovine and Tarduno [2008a] . The errors of relative plate reconstructions (wherever they were available) were propagated through plate circuits and combined with the uncertainties of African absolute motion. In cases when the uncertainties of relative motions have not been estimated in the original studies (typically, for the reconstruction ages older than 79.1 Ma or 83.5 Ma), the covariances are underestimated and include only the uncertainties of absolute motion.
[68] The absolute rotations of the Pacific plate for the reconstruction ages older than 83.5 Ma were calculated by combining stage rotations from the three alternative fixed Pacific hot spot models [Duncan and Clague, 1985; Koppers et al., 2001; Wessel and Kroenke, 2008] with the 83.5 Ma rotation of the Pacific plate relative to the GMHRF; no uncertainty estimates are available for these reconstructions. This approach assumed that the Pacific hot spots have been fixed prior to 83.5 Ma, which is not likely. Koppers et al. [2001] found that the age progressions along the Pacific hot spot tracks were not compatible with the predictions of fixed hot spot models [e.g., Duncan and Clague, 1985; Wessel and Kroenke, 1997] , including their own kinematic solution. Because the hot spot motions were neglected in these models, the Pacific plate reconstructions for the ages older than 83.5 Ma are subject to large, unquantified uncertainties, and any result based on these estimates should be considered with a good measure of skepticism. We also note that the stage rotations of Duncan and Clague [1985] for the times older than $81 Ma (74 Ma in the original publication, the minimum age estimate from the Meiji seamount of the Emperor seamount chain) are based on radiometric ages, which were discredited by more recent studies [Koppers et al., 1998 [Koppers et al., , 2001 Davis et al., 2002] . Recognizing that these pre-81 Ma stage rotations are a legacy model that should no longer be used in plate reconstructions, we included them only for the purpose of comparison with the earlier studies that incorporated the kinematic parameters of Duncan and Clague [1985] .
[69] Using the angular velocities and the plate polygon model, a velocity vector (v) can be estimated for any particular location as
where r is the unit vector corresponding to the location for which the velocity is being calculated, R E is the Earth's radius, and the "Â" sign denotes the vector product. The absolute values of v are shown as color maps in auxiliary material Figures S4-S8 . Because these values are highly sensitive to the angular distance to the stage pole, we also computed an average velocity for each plate using a 5 by 5
latitude-longitude grid, as
where v i = |v i | is the velocity at the i'th grid point, l i is the latitude, and ∑ i denotes summation over all points within the plate polygon. The average values and full ranges of observed velocities for the selected plates are shown in auxiliary material Figure S10 .
[70] We further used the calculated plate velocities to estimate net lithosphere rotation. The angular velocity of net rotation (w net ) was computed as the total angular momentum of all plates divided by the moment of inertia of the entire lithosphere (assuming a constant lithosphere thickness), using the equation [e.g., Torsvik et al., 2010a] ,
The w net values for the 10 Ma time intervals are presented in Table 4 and illustrated in Figure 9 .
[71] For the most recent interval (10-0 Ma), our estimate of 0.19 /Ma net rotation is slightly higher than those of Torsvik et al. [2008 Torsvik et al. [ , 2010a (0.165 /Ma and 0.14 /Ma, respectively) and is below the 0.26 /Ma upper limit suggested by Conrad and Behn [2010] from the analysis of global mantle flow models and seismic anisotropy. For the past 50 Ma, net lithosphere rotation in the GMHRF is generally slow, averaging to 0.17 AE 0.03 /Ma (mean and standard deviation quoted), which is higher than the average net rotation rate estimated by Torsvik et al. [2010a] for this time interval (0.12 AE 0.03 /Ma). Similar to the results of Torsvik et al. [2010a] , our model predicts a significant component of westward lithosphere drift during the past 30 Ma, and we observed a systematic increase of the net rotation rate during the last 40 Ma.
[72] The higher rates of net lithosphere rotation during the 70-50 Ma interval, especially the 60-50 Ma spike observed in the model of Torsvik et al. [2010a] (0.33 /Ma, Figure 9 ) and other reference frames, has been attributed to the fast motion of the Indian plate (e.g., auxiliary material Figures  S5, S9-S10) . A similar 60-50 Ma spike was observed in the GMHRF (0.35 /Ma). Noting that the poles for the 70-60 Ma and 60-50 Ma net rotations (Table 4 ) are close to the reconstructed position of the Indian plate (auxiliary material Figure S5 ), we suggest that the overall northward motion of large oceanic plates in the Pacific domain (the Pacific, Farallon and Kula plates), which moved slower than the Indian plate but comprised a much greater percentage of the lithosphere, is a more likely explanation for the high rates of net rotation during the 70-50 Ma interval.
[73] The net rotation predicted by the GMHRF during the 80-70 Ma period (0.48 /Ma) is unrealistically fast compared to the results of geodynamic models [Becker, 2006; Conrad and Behn, 2010] Torsvik et al. [2010a] (shaded gray bars labeled "T10"). For the 80-120 Ma interval, estimates from three alternative models are shown (auxiliary material Figures S6-S8) . The "DC85" (brown line) denotes the model in which the Pacific plate was reconstructed using the rotations of Duncan and Clague [1985] , the "K01" (blue line) refers to the model incorporating the rotations of Koppers et al. [2001] , and the "WK08-A" (red line) corresponds to the model based on reconstructions of Wessel and Kroenke [2008] .
and Kroenke [2008] , and 0.27 /Ma and 0.46 /Ma for the model that uses the rotations of Duncan and Clague [1985] .
[74] We do not consider the estimates of net lithosphere rotation for the ages older than 70 Ma reliable, because for these reconstruction ages, the plate polygons representing the oceanic areas are overly simplified. For example, reconstructions of the Ontong Java, Manihiki and Hikurangi plateaus in the western Pacific Ocean [Taylor, 2006; Chandler et al., 2012] suggested that two additional oceanic plates were spreading from the Pacific, Farallon and Phoenix plates in this region during the 123-86 Ma interval; these plates were not included in our analysis. Furthermore, it is likely that more plate boundaries (and hence more plates whose motions are uncertain) have existed due to intraoceanic subduction and concomitant back-arc spreading in the paleo-Pacific ocean of Cretaceous time. Possible fragmentation of subducting oceanic plates at active continental margins adds an extra degree of complexity to this problem. Despite some attempts to constrain the positions of intra-Pacific subduction zones using the remnants of subducted slabs imaged in the mantle by seismic tomography [van der Meer et al., 2010] , our knowledge of the Cretaceous plate configurations in the Pacific basin is still very much rudimentary. For the purpose of this study, we used a simple model, in which four large oceanic plates (Farallon, Izanagi, Pacific and Phoenix) encompass the entire ocean. Motions of these vast oceanic plates (especially Izanagi, Farallon and Phoenix, auxiliary material Figure S5 -S8) make a dominant contribution to the estimates of net lithosphere rotation for Cretaceous time. Because this model does not capture the full complexity of plate distribution within the Pacific basin, the net lithosphere rotations for ages older than 70 Ma are likely to be overestimated.
Implications for True Polar Wander
[75] True Polar Wander (TPW) is a rotation of the entire solid Earth with respect to the spin axis that occurs in response to the gradual redistribution of density heterogeneities in the mantle and corresponding changes of the planetary moment of inertia [e.g., Goldreich and Toomre, 1969] . A traditional approach for estimating TPW is to compare global paleomagnetic data referenced to a single lithospheric plate with the motion of that plate in an absolute reference frame corresponding to the Earth's mantle [Morgan, 1981; Besse and Courtillot, 2002; Torsvik et al., 2008] . All available high-quality paleomagnetic poles are reconstructed relative to a select plate (e.g., Africa) and then averaged (using a sliding age window or spherical splines) to produce a smoothed synthetic apparent polar wander path (APWP). Assuming that the time-averaged geomagnetic field has the geometry of a geocentric dipole aligned parallel to the Earth's spin axis, or at least that possible persistent non-dipole contributions have been negligibly small compared to the main dipole component throughout the geologic history [e.g., McElhinny et al., 1996; Tarduno et al., 2002; Courtillot and Besse, 2004; McElhinny, 2004] , the APWP reflects the motion of the plate relative to the spin axis. Two principal components contribute in the observed APWP: (i) absolute plate motion relative to the mantle, and (ii) possible rotation of the solid Earth (mantle and lithosphere) with respect to its spin axis (TPW). By subtracting the absolute plate motion from that corresponding to the motion relative to the spin axis, it is thus possible to determine the variation in the spin axis position through time in the mantle reference frame, which provides us an estimate for the rate and direction of TPW. Figure 10a were estimated by averaging individual paleomagnetic poles rotated to Africa using a 20 Ma sliding window at 10 Ma steps. The ellipses in Figures 10b and 10c show the 95% confidence regions for transferred poles that combine intrinsic pole uncertainties and uncertainties of absolute plate rotations [Doubrovine and Tarduno, 2008a] .
[76] Figure 10 shows the synthetic APWP for the African plate (south pole positions plotted) from the most recent compilation of global paleomagnetic data by Torsvik et al. [2012] and the estimated TPW paths based on the use of the Indo-Atlantic moving hot spot reference frame of O'Neill et al. [2005] and the GMHRF. The compilation of Torsvik et al. [2012] is a major update of the global paleomagnetic database that corresponds to a nearly two-fold increase in the number of poles used to define the synthetic APWP compared to the earlier works [Torsvik et al., 2001; Besse and Courtillot, 2002; Torsvik et al., 2008] , includes inclination shallowing corrections for the data derived from clastic sedimentary rocks, refined relative plate reconstructions that are fully consistent with those used in our study for the last $130 Ma, and provides improved temporal coverage and spatial resolution of the APWP (Figure 10a ). The synthetic poles for the last 120 Ma were transferred to the moving hot spot reference frames by reconstructing their positions (together with Africa) using finite rotations for the African motion in the Indo-Atlantic frame [O'Neill et al., 2005, Table 2 ] and the GMHRF ( Table 2 ). The resulting TPW paths are shown in Figures 10b and 10c , respectively.
[77] Both moving hot spot reference frames suggest a significant episode of TPW between 120 and 100 Ma, with faster angular rotation velocities during the 110-100 Ma interval ($0.8-1 /Ma), approximately aligned along the 100 E meridian. The GMHRF predicts a higher angular rate of the 110-100 Ma TPW episode (0.99 /Ma versus 0.79 /Ma in the Indo-Atlantic reference frame), which agrees well with an independent estimate of 1 /Ma obtained by Steinberger and Torsvik [2008] for this time interval from the analysis of coherent rotations of continental lithosphere in the paleomagnetic reference frame of Torsvik et al. [2008] . However, the axis of TPW rotation estimated by Steinberger and Torsvik [2008] , which lies in the equatorial plane, passing through the 37.5 E meridian, is somewhat to the east of the position suggested by our reconstruction ($10 E, Figure 10c ). Using the new global paleomagnetic compilation discussed above, Torsvik et al. [2012] revised their earlier TPW estimates , suggesting a 0.8 /Ma TPW rotation about an equatorial axis at 11 E during the 110-100 Ma interval. While the angular rate is $0.2 /Ma slower than that estimated using the GMHRF, it is well within uncertainty limits of the latter (AE0.7 /Ma at the nominal 95% confidence level). In contrast, the orientation of the TPW axis suggested by Torsvik et al. [2012] is now in excellent agreement with our estimate.
[78] For the 100-40 Ma interval, the two moving hot spot reference frames suggest disparate histories of TPW (Figures 10b and 10c) . While minor TPW is observed in the Indo-Atlantic frame, the GMHRF suggests significant polar motion in Late Cretaceous to Eocene time, with the 90-60 Ma and 60-40 Ma segments of the TPW path forming a "hairpin" pattern of back-and-forth polar motion at average rates of 0.3 /Ma and 0.5 /Ma, respectively, which is nearly orthogonal to the early Cretaceous segment (120-100 Ma) and older segments identified by Torsvik et al. [2012] . Interestingly, the TPW estimates for the last 40 Ma (Figure 10c ) indicate a slower, but nevertheless significant and systematic rotation of the Earth over the last 40 Ma (at an average rate of $0.2 /Ma), about an axis similar to that suggested for the 120-100 Ma interval, which we consider to be not a mere coincidence.
[79] A recent study of Steinberger and Torsvik [2010] showed that the temporal variation of the Earth's nonhydrostatic inertia tensor can be successfully modeled by combining two major contributions, arising from (i) large low shear wave velocity provinces (LLSVPs) in the lowermost mantle and from (ii) subducted lithospheric slab material. Density anomalies associated with the LLSVPs largely control the orientation of the minimum axis of the nonhydrostatic inertia tensor. Reconstructions of large igneous provinces (LIPs), kimberlites and other intraplate igneous rocks considered to be sourced by mantle plumes consistently show that their locations, at the times when they have been erupted over the past 300 Ma, closely correlate with the edges of the African and Pacific LLSVPs [Torsvik et al., 2006; Burke et al., 2008; Torsvik et al., 2008 Torsvik et al., , 2010b . These findings suggest that the igneous bodies have been created by deep plumes that rose from relatively narrow ($10 -wide) plume generation zones (PGZs) that surround the LLSVPs, directly above the CMB. An important implication is long-term longevity of the LLSVPs that appear to have existed and remained in their nearly present-day configuration since at least late Paleozoic time. Thus, if the LLSVPs solely controlled the orientation of the minimum axis of non-hydrostatic moment of inertia, we would expect TPW to be confined in a plane perpendicular to an axis that passes close to the centers of mass of the African LLSVP (15.6 S, 13 E), and of the Pacific LLSVP in the opposite hemisphere (11 S, 197 .1 E) . Remarkably, the 120-100 Ma and 40-0 Ma segments of the TPW path estimated using the GMHRF align parallel to the great circle drawn around the axis corresponding to the minimum moment of inertia of the combined masses of the two LLSVPs (Figure 11 ), which supports the dominant control of LLSVPs on the position of the TPW rotation axis during these time intervals. Steinberger and Torsvik [2010] showed that the opposite trends of TPW during 120-100 Ma and 40-0 Ma (120-50 Ma and 50-0 Ma according to their model) can be qualitatively explained by large amounts of subduction beneath North America during the Cretaceous time and by increased subduction beneath East Asia and South America, and a decrease beneath North America since the early Eocene ($50 Ma).
[80] Redistribution of mass due to sinking of lithospheric slabs changes the orientation of principal inertia axes through time, which may result in substantial departures from the "ideal" polar wandering confined to a plane perpendicular to the minimum inertia axis of the LLSVPs. It is encouraging that the numerical models of Steinberger and Torsvik [2010] were able to reproduce such deviations, with model TPW paths exhibiting turns and kinks that share many similarities with the TPW estimates obtained with the GMHRF (Figures 10c and 11 ). Specifically, a feature similar to the the 90-40 Ma hairpin is observed in the model TPW path of Steinberger and Torsvik [2010] for the 80-20 Ma interval, although it is less prominent and has an apex at 50 Ma, rather than 60 Ma. However, the TPW curve of Steinberger and Torsvik [2010] is substantially offset from that constructed using our moving hot spot reference frame. Thus, although we observe general qualitative agreement between our TPW estimates and results of the numerical model regarding the timing of changes, rates and directions of polar wander, it is by no means a good match.
[81] Considering that the model of Steinberger and Torsvik [2010] uses a simplified approach for estimating the variation of the inertia tensor through time by combining only the contributions from the stable LLSVPs and time-dependent subduction, and ignoring other possible contributions from hot upwellings, plumes and general advection of density anomalies in the mantle flow, this is an expected result. While it provides useful first-order predictions for TPW that successfully reproduce its general features, i.e., polar motion Figure 11 . True polar wander path estimated using the GMHRF (Figure 10c ) with respect to the African (Tuzo) and Pacific (Jason) LLSVPs in the lowermost mantle. The color map shows the variations of shear wave velocity (dV s ) at the lowest layer (2850 km depth) of the SMEAN tomographic model [Becker and Boschi, 2002] . Red lines are the À1% contours of dV s corresponding to the steepest horizontal gradients and defining the edges of LLSVPs. White circles are the positions of centers of mass for the two LLSVPs; the yellow star corresponds to the axis of minimum moment of inertia for their combined masses . Black lines show the 80 , 85 and 90 circles drawn around this axis.
predominantly along the great circle symmetric with respect to the LLSVPs changing in accord with variations in subduction zone geometries and slab sinking rates, the numerical model should be considered only as an approximation. We expect that further modeling efforts in the future will be able to produce more realistic histories of the changes in Earth's non-hydrostatic inertia tensor that could be directly compared to the TPW estimates based on the use of the global moving hot spot reference frame. In this regard, we note that the earlier work of Steinberger and O'Connell [1997, 2002] , who modeled the redistribution of mantle density anomalies by backward advection but did not include the contributions from LLSVPs, produced estimates of TPW for the past 60 Ma that are in general agreement (in the sense of overall direction and rate) with those obtained using the GMHRF. This consistency suggests that modeling whole mantle convection, along with time-dependent subduction and stable LLSVP contributions, may be a key element in developing a comprehensive numerical treatment of TPW.
[82] Many tectonic events may have contributed to the development of the 90-60-40 Ma hairpin in the TPW path shown in Figure 10c . These could include the cessation of subduction and onset of spreading between the Pacific plate and Antarctica in the Late Cretaceous ($90 Ma), subduction of the Pacific-Izanagi ridge and demise of the Izanagi plate in Paleocene time ($60-55 Ma) [Whittaker et al., 2007] , initiation of subduction zones in the western Pacific and reorganization of the Pacific-Farallon spreading in the earliest Eocene, around 55 Ma [Sharp and Clague, 2006; Tarduno, 2007; Atwater, 1989] , break-off of the Indian slab at the time of initial India-Asia collision (52 Ma) [van Hinsbergen et al., 2011] , and coupled changes in Indian and African absolute motion between 67 and 52 Ma, possibly triggered by arrival of the Deccan plume head [Cande and Stegman, 2011] . While all these events, and especially those associated with break-off of subducted slabs, have certainly played roles in changing the non-hydrostatic inertia tensor and corresponding rotations of the solid Earth with respect to the spin axis, establishing the causal links between TPW and its underlying dynamic triggers requires further and more comprehensive modeling work, which goes beyond the scope of our study. At this point, we feel it is premature to speculate on the exact causes of TPW in Late Cretaceous through early Eocene time.
Conclusions
[83] In this study, we have defined a new moving hot spot reference frame (GMHRF) that reconciles plate and plume motions in the Pacific, Atlantic and Indian oceans back to Early Cretaceous time (124 Ma). The reference frame is based on a global fit to hot spot tracks (i.e., using both the Pacific and Indo-Atlantic hot spots) back to the Late Cretaceous (80 Ma); for earlier reconstruction times it was defined using the Atlantic hot spots only. The GMHRF is a fully selfconsistent model, implying that when the absolute plate motions are imposed as a boundary condition for estimating the variation in the mantle flow field through time, the numerical experiments on advection of plume conduits yield estimates of hot spot motion that are identical to those used to define the absolute plate kinematics.
[84] We demonstrated that when due care is taken in reconstructing the motion of the Pacific plate with respect to the plates of the Indo-Atlantic realm using a chain of relative plate motion through the Lord Howe Rise, Australia and East Antarctica, and when hot spot motions are quantified using the numerical models of the advection of plume conduits in the global mantle flow field, the fitted absolute rotations, combined with the estimates of hot spot drift, accurately reproduce the geometries and age progressions along tracks of the Pacific and Indo-Atlantic hot spots defining the GMHRF. Formal statistical tests for the goodness of model fit indicated no significant misfit for the entire reconstruction interval (0-124 Ma). The rotation uncertainties have been estimated from the errors assigned to the input data using a spherical regression algorithm and presented as covariance matrices [Chang et al., 1990] , which is the most common format for specifying rotation uncertainties in plate reconstructions.
[85] Fits of absolute kinematic solutions that incorporate estimates of hot spot motion were always superior compared to those in which hot spots were assumed fixed. Our attempts to define a global fixed hot spot reference frame have failed to produce acceptable fits to the segments of hot spot tracks formed from Late Cretaceous to Paleogene time (80-50 Ma). The formal statistical tests showed that the misfits in fixed hot spot reconstructions were highly significant, irrespective of the plate circuit model used to reconstruct the Pacific plate. This result highlights the importance of relative motion between the Pacific and Indo-Atlantic hot spots during the Late Cretaceous and Paleogene, once again supporting the earlier findings on hot spot mobility [Molnar and Atwater, 1973; Stock and Molnar, 1987; Tarduno and Gee, 1995; Tarduno and Cottrell, 1997; DiVenere and Kent, 1999; Raymond et al., 2000; Tarduno et al., 2003; Steinberger et al., 2004; Tarduno, 2008a, 2008b] . We strongly argue that geoscientists should refrain from using or developing fixed hot spot reference frames.
[86] Compared to some earlier moving hot spot reconstructions, the kinematic model defined in this study implies significant revisions in the history of absolute plate motion in Late Cretaceous and Paleogene times . Because of the large-scale differential motion between the Pacific and Indo-Atlantic hot spots during this interval, the Indo-Atlantic moving hot spot reconstructions of O'Neill et al. [2005] do not provide a reference frame that properly represents the entire Earth's mantle. Updated relative plate reconstructions, a new plate polygon model, and error analysis have been implemented in the GMHRF. Because of these updates, internal consistency and overall success in fitting hot spots tracks globally, the GMHRF supersedes our earlier moving hot spot frames O'Neill et al., 2005; Torsvik et al., 2008] .
[87] One of the most important global implications of the new absolute plate motion model is the predicted amount of true polar wander, that is a rotation of the entire solid Earth with respect to the spin axis. Our estimates, obtained by transferring the synthetic apparent polar wander path of Torsvik et al. [2012] into the GMHRF, indicate two periods of TPW (120-100 Ma and 40-0 Ma) that was largely restricted to a plane perpendicular to the axis of minimum non-hydrostatic moment of inertia controlled by excess masses of two nearly antipodal large low shear wave velocity provinces in the lowermost mantle, directly above the coremantle boundary. The direction and rates of polar wander during these time intervals are consistent with the numerical results of Steinberger and Torsvik [2010] , who modeled the changes of the Earth non-hydrostatic moment of inertia through time due to combined contributions of the stable LLSVPs and time-dependent subduction. The earlier (110-100 Ma) episode of relatively fast TPW ($1 /Ma) suggested by the GMHRF is in excellent agreement with the estimates obtained by Steinberger and Torsvik [2008] and Torsvik et al. [2012] from the analysis of coherent rotations of continents in a paleomagnetic reference frame; slow TPW with the opposite direction over the past 40 Ma was not detected in these studies. For 90-40 Ma, the GMHRF also predicts significant amounts of TPW at a 0.3-0.5 /Ma rate, about an axis that is nearly orthogonal to that suggested for the earlier and later times and with the opposite sense of rotation in the 90-60 Ma and 60-40 Ma time intervals, producing thus a "hairpin" feature in the TPW path with an apex at 60 Ma. We anticipate that numerical codes for modeling TPW will be improved in the near future to include whole-scale mantle convection, time-varying subduction and stable LLSVPs, allowing us to test whether this feature is feasible or not.
[88] In an effort to make our new GMHRF as useful for the geophysical community as possible, we list absolute plate rotations and their uncertainties for eight major lithospheric plates (African, Eurasian, Indian, Australian, East Antarctic, North American, South American and Pacific) in the auxiliary material Table S3 . To facilitate future tests for the origin of intraplate volcanic features, we also included a supplementary data set that provides estimates of motion for the forty-four hot spots from the compilation of Steinberger [2000] (auxiliary material Data Set S1). Hot spot motions were modeled by advecting plume conduits in the mantle flow field corresponding to the final iteration of the GMHRF as described in section 2.3. The plume parameters used for these calculations [Steinberger, 2000; Steinberger and Antretter, 2006] are listed in auxiliary material Table S6 . We note that many of the hot spots included in the list may not have a deep origin. Hence, the estimates presented in auxiliary material Data Set S1 should be treated with caution. Based on earlier studies [e.g., Courtillot et al., 2003; Ritsema and Allen, 2003; Montelli et al., 2004 Montelli et al., , 2006 Torsvik et al., 2006] and recent numerical models [Steinberger and Torsvik, 2012] , we suggest that in addition to Hawaii, Louisville, New England, Reunion and Tristan, twelve other hot spots (Azores, Canary, Cape Verde, Caroline, East Africa/Afar, Easter, Galapagos, Iceland, Kerguelen, Marion, Samoa and Yellowstone) have been sourced by plumes from the lower mantle. The origin of the remaining hot spots, more than 50% in the database, is debatable.
Appendix A: Spherical Regression Analysis-Definitions and Derivations [89] Assume that the coeval locations from hot spot tracks have already been reconstructed relative to the anchor plate (section 2.2) and the hot spot positions at this reconstruction age have been estimated using the modeled plume motions (section 2.3). We will denote these locations as u i and v i , respectively, where the index i = 1, …, n specifies a particular hot spot and its track, and n is the total number of tracks used in the reconstruction. Each u i and v i is to be written as a 3 Â 1 column vector of an equal length, arbitrarily set to unity, |u i | = |v i | = 1. Both sets of vectors u i and v i are treated as independent random variables, which differ from their true unknown values u 0i and v 0i by small random errors du i and dv i , respectively,
and it is assumed that the u 0i and v 0i can be matched with an unknown rotation A 0 , i.e.,
for all i. Note that defined this way, A 0 rotates track locations (u i ) to their respective hot spots (v i ), i.e., this is a finite reconstruction rotation for the absolute motion of the anchor plate.
[90] Since the observed u i and v i are perturbed by random variations, no exact fit between these two data sets is generally possible and the unknown rotation A 0 has to be estimated in the least squares sense, by finding a "best fit" rotationÂ that minimizes the misfit between the rotated set of pointsÂu i and v i . The merit function for this regression problem is defined as the weighted sum of the squares of the misfits
where weights w i are inversely proportional to the variances of v i À Au i and normalized so that
[91] The least squares estimateÂ is obtained by minimizing the SSE(A) over all possible candidate rotations A,
The analytical solution for this problem was derived by Mackenzie [1957] , and can be computed as follows. First, we define a 3 Â 3 matrix
where U n and V n are 3 Â n matrices whose columns are u i and v i , respectively, and W is a diagonal n Â n matrix composed of w i /n, W = diag{w i /n, …, w n /n}. Then, the matrix X is factorized using singular value decomposition into two orthogonal 3 Â 3 matrices O 1 and O 2 , and a diagonal matrix L = diag{l 1 , l 2 , l 3 } with non-negative elements (l i ≥ 0 for i = 1,2,3),
The best-fit rotationÂ is calculated using the equation
[92] In the original treatment of Chang [1987] , the errors of u i and v i were assumed identically distributed; hence, the regression weights were equal and arbitrarily set to unity (w i = 1). Here we use a more general formulation (equation A4), allowing for the use of data with different quality. It can be proven that when the matrix X is defined by equation A7, the solutions obtained by Chang [1987] remain valid in the general case of unequal data variances.
[93] In our treatment of the rotation uncertainty, we consider a simple probability model, assuming that data errors are Fisherian, i.e. the probability density functions (PDFs) have the form
where k ui and k vi are the respective values of the concentration parameter. Noting that conceptually it might be more appropriate to assume elliptical uncertainties for the past hot spot locations [cf. Andrews et al., 2006] , we nevertheless chose to analyze Fisherian errors, because this significantly simplifies the treatment. From the analogy between Fisherian and circularly symmetric bivariate normal distributions discussed below, we suggest that the obtained results can be used in a more general case of normally distributed "elliptical" errors. Yet, we cannot validate such generalization with a rigorous proof.
[94] In plate tectonic applications, the errors are small compared to the radius of the sphere, and distributions are highly concentrated around the mean values (k ui ≫ 1 and k vi ≫ 1 for all i). When k is large, a Fisherian distribution can be approximated by a bivariate normal distribution,
with the one-dimensional variance s vi 2 = 1/k ui (expressed in squared radians), and similarly for the v i . By analogy with a convolution of two normal distributions, the distribution of v i À A 0 u i is also approximately normal
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